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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: March 27, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are generally lower this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is currently down 2.5% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia 

Apex 50 closed up 0.6%.  Chinese markets were mixed, with the Shanghai Composite up 0.6% 

and the Shenzhen Composite down 0.4%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower open.   
 

Happy Friday as we wrap up another long week.  After three days of vigorous equity rallies, we 

are taking a breather this morning.  We update all the COVID-19 news.  Venezuela’s president is 

indicted.  Israel has a new unity government.  Here are the details: 

 

COVID-19:  The official number of global cases is 542,788 with 24,361 fatalities and 124,351 

recoveries.  There is growing skepticism over China’s numbers; this is especially pertinent given 

media reports that the U.S. now has more cases than China.  Here is the usual FT chart: 
 

 
 

There is a recognizable “bend” developing in the U.S. infection rate.  That is potentially good 

news. 

 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-3-27-2020-11585280709?shareToken=stcde252fd7f764581bc48e455d4a1a92b
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-3-27-2020-11585280709?shareToken=stcde252fd7f764581bc48e455d4a1a92b
https://www.ft.com/content/4ac1266a-436d-3128-b068-2d68ddc1485c
https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/coronavirus?mod=djem10point
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://www.ft.com/content/4aa35288-3979-44f7-b204-b881f473fca0?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-3-27-2020-11585280709?shareToken=stcde252fd7f764581bc48e455d4a1a92b
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-3-27-2020-11585280709?shareToken=stcde252fd7f764581bc48e455d4a1a92b
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The virus news: 

• Boris Johnson has tested positive for the virus, the first G-7 leader to do so.  So far, his 

symptoms have been mild, and he is continuing to work in isolation.    

• There is a growing debate among epidemiologist modelers about how COVID-19 is 

spreading.  The conventional position is that the virus is potentially dangerous because it 

is novel and there is no imbedded immunity in the community.  This position prescribes 

widespread social distancing.  However, other modelers suggest there is a significant 

number of cases that were asymptomatic so the level of immunity in the community may 

be much higher than we think.  If the latter is true, then the need for social distancing is 

less critical.  What we see is that the disease is overwhelming the medical capacity in 

several cities worldwide.  This observation bolsters the conventional position.  However, 

the opposing position may be the one that leads us out.  Sweden has opted for very 

modest restrictions; it is gambling that (a) most cases are mild and thus the costs of 

infection are bearable, and (b) its medical system can handle the influx of cases if it is 

wrong.  Sweden, Mexico and Brazil are offering natural experiments on the policies of 

lockdowns and social distancing. 

• As we noted yesterday, Russia is postponing a referendum on extending Putin’s time in 

office.  It also announced social distancing measures and is going to tax bank deposits to 

pay for them.   

• Earlier this week, the U.S. Navy announced that 23 sailors aboard the U.S.S. Theodore 

Roosevelt tested positive for COVID-19.  This vessel has been ordered to port so the 

remaining sailors can be tested.   

• China has closed its borders to foreign travelers in an attempt to prevent a rebound in 

cases.   

The policy news: 

• The House is expected to vote on the stimulus bill, which passed the Senate yesterday.  

Although we expect it to pass, it will not be without drama.  The leadership is trying to 

ensure it can get enough members back in Washington to form a quorum.  House 

leadership was hoping to pass the measure with a voice vote, but it only takes one 

member to object which would force a physical vote; hence the rush to Washington. 

• In the bill, airlines will give equity stakes to the government in return for support.  Cruise 

lines, due to foreign ownership, won’t get aid.   

• Although getting this bill passed is a significant achievement, the reality is that it only 

partially replaces the losses already endured.  Further measures are likely, but getting 

them passed will become increasingly difficult.   

• The ECB has started new bond purchases.  We are already seeing yield spreads narrow 

between countries.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-k-s-boris-johnson-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-11585309124?shareToken=stbfc9a4c5ec4b485dad9a1e48d7561abe
https://www.ft.com/content/16764a22-69ca-11ea-a3c9-1fe6fedcca75
https://www.ft.com/content/5ff6469a-6dd8-11ea-89df-41bea055720b?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/5ff6469a-6dd8-11ea-89df-41bea055720b?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/31de03b8-6dbc-11ea-89df-41bea055720b?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=530d5e3bd5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_27_11_08&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-530d5e3bd5-134308033
https://www.ft.com/content/27724b1e-6e9d-11ea-89df-41bea055720b?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/3f0de0ce-a6b4-4183-8771-862afb5a4fd6?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/nearly-two-dozen-u-s-sailors-on-aircraft-carrier-test-positive-for-coronavirus-11585232518?shareToken=stedd95a1af4d64b6bae0dc15c8dbebb1d
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/china-closes-border-150455
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-congress/pelosi-expects-bipartisan-house-vote-for-2-trillion-coronavirus-bill-friday-idUSKBN21D1A7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-ponders-how-to-pass-stimulus-without-spreading-coronavirus-11585245569?shareToken=st830ecf70313f49b7874bb2b1fdcda5dd
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mnuchin-indicates-u-s-to-take-stakes-in-airlines-in-exchange-for-grants-11585229047?shareToken=stb9b70b8034de4e5490929068013da1b2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-cruise-ship-lines-wouldnt-qualify-for-aid-under-stimulus-package-11585249527?shareToken=stfadbacb2712a4428ba7f25c93a01b7af
https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-cruise-ship-lines-wouldnt-qualify-for-aid-under-stimulus-package-11585249527?shareToken=stfadbacb2712a4428ba7f25c93a01b7af
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/coronavirus-stimulus-package-economy-150998
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/coronavirus-stimulus-package-economy-150998
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/congress-coronavirus-relief-package-150338
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ecb-begins-new-bond-purchases-throwing-weight-behind-virus-hit-nations-11585224127?shareToken=sta52e5f9f49424baf9c8c955b58b76aaf
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• The next “big thing” will be countries figuring out how to restart after social distancing 

restrictions are relaxed.  The U.S. is considering a county-by-county approach.  Europe is 

working on similar policies.  It seems to us that the key to this approach is wider testing 

for both current infections and immunity.  Without those elements, restarting the 

economy is a shot in the dark; start too soon and you risk a jump in infections, but wait 

too long and one suffers unnecessary pain.   

• The Fed’s balance sheet has exceeded $5.0 trillion for the first time on record.  The 

Treasury is trying to give support to mortgages on fears that homeowners will slow or 

stop payments.   

• The EU continues to struggle with policy surrounding the virus.  Border blockages are 

playing havoc on internal trade.  The blocks are also affecting migrant farmworkers.  Our 

upcoming Weekly Geopolitical Report is a two-part series on this issue.   

• The U.S. is planning to approve delays to tariff payments due to the virus.   

The economic news: 

• The jump in initial claims, reported yesterday, was historic.  And, it is quite possible that 

the claims data was understated.  We modeled the unemployment rate using the four-

week average of claims and continuing claims.  We will likely see a massive rise in 

unemployment.   

https://apnews.com/265bf955804ee3d6f9460096756059ce
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/trump-coronavirus-distancing-guidelines-150588
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/commission-to-develop-coordinated-exit-strategy-from-lockdowns-151026
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-fed-balancesheet/fed-balance-sheet-tops-5-trillion-for-first-time-as-it-enters-coronavirus-war-mode-idUSKBN21D3K9?il=0&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mnuchin-forms-task-force-on-mortgage-firms-cash-crunch-11585265840?shareToken=st16b9ad47169c4b728e3b12eb7c4dcc01
https://www.ft.com/content/eb286c32-6eb6-11ea-9bca-bf503995cd6f?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/europe-tries-to-salvage-decades-of-integration-as-coronavirus-shuts-borders-11585301402?shareToken=sta06b72bae5f147648fe0238662496e78
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/business/coronavirus-farm-labor-europe.html?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_MBE_p_20200327&instance_id=17105&nl=morning-briefing&regi_id=5677267&section=topNews&segment_id=23018&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-customs-tells-importers-it-will-approve-tariff-delays-on-a-case-by-case-basis-11585144953?shareToken=st4073cc75d7b94a94b1c5ff26d548a11e
https://nyti.ms/3bvPHgr
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-hit-jobs-in-these-states-the-hardest-according-to-record-unemployment-claims-211207347.html
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/03/27/nytfrontpage/scannat.pdf
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/record-breaking-unemployment-claims-may-be-vast-undercount-150417
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The March employment data will be very sensitive to the survey week, which is usually 

the second week of the month.  We may not get the full impact of the virus until the April 

data is released, which comes out in early May. 

• Although we continue to lack data on the level of damage to the economy, there are high-

frequency reports from new sources that suggest serious weakness.  Here is one on 

consumer confidence.  Polling suggests widespread pain.   

• With reference to our recent WGR, the Swiss have been managing their shutdown with 

relative ease because of government strategic stockpiles of foodstuffs.   

• Companies are reporting a jump in sales of tops and shirts, but without the corresponding 

pants and skirts—perhaps a reflection of increased videoconferencing.   

The market news: 

• Despite the Fed’s efforts, short-dated T-bill yields have turned negative, a sign that 

liquidity issues persist.   

• Insurers are scrambling to deal with expectations of incoming claims due to COVID-19. 

• Ecuador may be on the brink of default.   

• Casinos in Macau have reopened; crowds are thin. 

• The NHL has canceled its season.   

• Oil markets remain under pressure.  China has been reportedly building inventory, taking 

advantage of low prices.  The key issue is storage; once available storage is tapped, oil 

prices would be vulnerable to a catastrophic decline.  Iran is facing additional pressure; 

the U.S. has limited Iraq’s waiver to buy Iranian oil to 30 days.  If the U.S. finally ends 

the waivers, Iran will have one less nation to buy its crude.  The KSA is reportedly 

struggling to find buyers for its crude oil. 

https://morningconsult.com/2020/03/26/the-week-in-consumer-confidence/
https://morningconsult.com/2020/03/26/the-week-in-consumer-confidence/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/poll-finds-recession-fears-high-amid-layoffs-and-pay-cuts-from-coronavirus-fallout/2020/03/26/00c412ba-6f5e-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://www.ft.com/content/b6ca9ded-00d5-4eed-a9b7-ed76a5df818a
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/amid-coronavirus-walmart-says-its-seeing-increased-sales-of-tops-but-not-bottoms-202959379.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/short-term-yields-go-negative-in-scramble-for-cash-11585227369?shareToken=stb18205d89b044803b1d87f5e69c0471e
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/insurers-avoid-9-11-style-coronavirus-backlash-149462
https://www.ft.com/content/c53fe486-6de0-11ea-89df-41bea055720b?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/casinos-shut-by-coronavirus-get-a-glimpse-of-the-future-in-macau-11585280952?shareToken=st32cd4f7af1db48abb23599377c4c8d7b
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2020-03-26/chinas-larger-than-usual-oil-stockpile-gets-even-larger-as-prices-plummet-101534472.html
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/mar/25/oil-price-may-fall-to-10-a-barrel-as-world-runs-out-of-storage-space
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-again-limits-iraqs-waiver-to-import-energy-from-iran-11585241227?shareToken=st82c086068c4c4315837cdfe58522de8e
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-saudis-shop-discounted-crude-refiners-say-no-thanks-11585241955?shareToken=st2b77f116694c43cd9ed39ae03dbb6e63
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-saudis-shop-discounted-crude-refiners-say-no-thanks-11585241955?shareToken=st2b77f116694c43cd9ed39ae03dbb6e63
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Foreign policy: 

• Presidents Trump and Xi held a call in a bid to ease rising tensions between the U.S. and 

China. 

Israel:  Although Netanyahu and Gantz vowed not to form a unity government, under the stress 

of the virus, they have worked out a deal.    

 

Venezuela:  The U.S. has indicted Venezuelan President Maduro for narcotics trafficking and 

has offered a $15 million reward for information leading to his capture and conviction.   
 

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

In February, personal income rose 0.6% from the prior month compared to expectations of a 

0.4% rise.  Personal spending rose 0.2% from the prior month, in line with expectations.  

Comparatively, real personal spending, which adjusts for inflation, rose 0.1% from the prior 

month compared to expectations of a 0.2% rise. 
 

 
 

The chart above shows the year-over-year change in personal income.  In February, personal 

income rose 4.0% from the prior year. 
 

The PCE deflator rose 0.1% from the prior month, in line with expectations.  Additionally, the 

PCE core deflator rose 0.2% from the prior month, also in line with expectations. 
 

https://www.ft.com/content/889d837c-9712-49bf-9d97-2ed418f33f8b
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-china-trade-blame-for-coronavirus-hampering-global-economy-rescue-11585248616?shareToken=stcbf4d3567e7a458e8893bedae895d5e1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/coronavirus-offers-possible-political-thaw-in-israel/2020/03/13/bc99619a-6516-11ea-8a8e-5c5336b32760_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/coronavirus-offers-possible-political-thaw-in-israel/2020/03/13/bc99619a-6516-11ea-8a8e-5c5336b32760_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-52057177?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=530d5e3bd5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_27_11_08&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-530d5e3bd5-134308033
https://nyti.ms/2UiQdIQ'
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/the-united-states-indicts-venezuelas-maduro-on-narco-terrorism-charges/2020/03/26/a5a64122-6f68-11ea-a156-0048b62cdb51_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.ft.com/content/8c2747b3-f617-4ba5-bd5a-b0bb4b4761bf?emailId=5e7d7a67448a9400044bc488&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-indicts-venezuelan-president-nicolas-maduro-on-allegations-of-drug-trafficking-11585236443?shareToken=st696b536bcbc341b48dc7d2f9d027ed55
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The chart above shows the year-over-year change in core CPI and the core PCE; the former is 

the most widely cited inflation measure, while the latter is the inflation measure preferred by the 

Fed.  In February, core PCE and core CPI rose 1.8% and 2.4%, respectively, from the prior year.  
 

The table below shows the economic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 U. of Michigan Sentiment m/m Mar 90.0 95.9 ***

10:00 U. of Michigan Current Conditions m/m Mar 106.0 112.5 **

10:00 U. of Michigan Expectations m/m Mar 77.0 85.3 **

10:00 U. of Michigan 1 yr Inflation m/m Mar 2.3% **

10:00 U. of Michigan 5-10 Yr Inflation m/m Mar 2.3% **

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Industrial Profits YTD y/y Feb -38.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

BoP Current Account Balance q/q 4Q $40.500 Bil $40.100 Bil ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Tokyo CPI m/m Mar 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Tokyo CPI ex-Fresh Food m/m Mar 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

Tokyo CPI ex-Fresh Food, Energy m/m Mar 0.7% 0.7% 0.6% *** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand ANZ Consumer Confidence m/m Mar -12.9% -0.5% *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

EUROPE

Italy Consumer Confidence y/y Mar 101.0 111.4 100.5 *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Manufacturing Confidence m/m Mar 89.5 100.6 88.0 *** Equity and bond neutral

Economic Sentiment m/m Mar 81.7 99.8 ** Equity and bond neutral

France Consumer Confidence m/m Mar 103 104 91 *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Russia Gold and Forex Reserves w/w 20-Mar 551.2 Bil 581.0 Bil * Equity and bond neutral

Money Supply Narrow Def w/w 20-Mar 11.28 Tril 11.12 Tril * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Economic Activity m/m Jan -0.8% 0.7% -0.3% *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Unemployment Rate m/m Feb 3.6% 3.8% 3.6% *** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil Economic Activity m/m Feb 0.7% 1.3% 1.1% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 127 123 4 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) -11 -9 -2 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 138 132 6 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.76 0.85 -0.09 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -35 -37 2 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) -22 -25 3 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Flat Neutral

euro Flat Up

yen Up Up

pound Up Down

franc Up Up

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

RBI Repurchase Rate 4.400% 5.150% On forecast

RBI Reverse Repo Rate 4.000% 4.900% On forecast

RBI Cash Reserve Ratio 3.000% 4.000% On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $26.00 $26.34 -1.29%

WTI $22.71 $22.60 0.49%

Natural Gas $1.62 $1.64 -1.10%

Crack Spread $9.62 $9.13 5.39%

12-mo strip crack $6.67 $6.65 0.42%

Ethanol rack $1.23 $1.23 -0.12%

Gold $1,624.42 $1,631.34 -0.42%

Silver $14.48 $14.41 0.53%

Copper contract $218.30 $217.80 0.23%

Corn contract 347.50$       348.75$       -0.36%

Wheat contract 574.75$       569.00$       1.01%

Soybeans contract 888.25$       880.25$       0.91%

Baltic Dry Freight 569 582 -13

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 1.6 3.0 -1.4

Gasoline (mb) -1.5 -2.3 0.7

Distillates (mb) -0.7 -1.6 0.9

Refinery run rates (%) 0.90% 0.00% 0.90%

Natural gas (bcf) -29.0 -30.0 1.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for the warm front to recede westward, with 

colder-than-normal temperatures remaining in the eastern region.  Additionally, wet conditions 

are expected for the southern and Rocky Mountain regions.
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

March 27, 2020 
 

We continue to monitor the path of the economy and markets as our expectations for a recession 

loom.  This week we will update our S&P 500 earnings forecast for 2020.   
 

We use two components to build our forecast for S&P per share earnings.  First, we need to 

estimate GDP.  Normally, we use the GDP forecast from the Philadelphia FRB’s survey of 

economists.  However, under current circumstances, these forecasts are woefully out of date, so 

we are left to our own devices.  Any GDP forecast at present is mostly a guess; there isn’t 

enough data for March to project any sort of forecast for Q2.  Nevertheless, some estimate of 

GDP is necessary; our expectation for real GDP is a decline of 5.5% for the year 2020 with a 

strong rebound in 2021.  This will make the 2020 recession one of the deepest on record and the 

deepest yearly recession since 1946.  But, it will be short; our estimate suggests that Q2 and Q3 

will be negative, with a positive Q4.   
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We take this forecast and calculate a nominal GDP number.  Second, we use a model to generate 

the S&P operating earnings margin relative to GDP.  It uses a series of variables, including unit 

labor costs, fed funds, NIPA profits/GDP, the euro, WTI, real net exports/GDP and corporate 

cash flow.  The one variable that has been of particular concern is the comparison of S&P 500 

earnings/GDP compared to NIPA profits1/GDP; the modeled difference between these two 

variables has widened and, in the past, has signaled an eventual reversion would bring S&P 

earnings sharply lower. 

 
1 NIPA stands for “National Income and Product Accounts” and is the formal name of the GDP accounts.  As part of 
that accounting, the Commerce Department calculates corporate profits for the entire economy. 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
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The deviation line shows that when S&P earnings/GDP is elevated relative to NIPA profits/GDP, 

the two tend to correct during recessions.  Current levels are elevated; in a recession, history 

shows the two series tend to converge.   
 

In our 2020 Outlook Update, we postulated that a recession would occur.  Our margin model 

shows that S&P earnings will fall to 4.5% of nominal GDP.  That lowers our estimate for 2020 

S&P operating earnings to 127.00 per share.   
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Whenever we make a forecast, we try to determine where the most likely area of error can occur.  

We note that in the last recession, the model forecast failed to capture the depths of the earnings 

decline.  And, in 2016, it didn’t fully account for the energy-related declines.  Thus, we may be 

underestimating the degree of earnings weakness that may occur.  But, for now, we will be using 

the 127.00 per share number for 2020, with the caveat that further downgrades are possible.   
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 
purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy 
discussed may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 
objectives and financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/March_2020_Outlook_Storm_Warning.pdf
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Data Section 
 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 3/26/2020 close)  
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 3/26/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P P/E Update 

 

March 26, 2020 
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Based on our methodology,2 the current P/E is 20.0x, down 0.3x from last week.  The decline in 

the P/E was caused by falling index values. 

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 

 

 
2 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q2, Q3 and Q4) and one estimate (Q1). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


